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The first ancient text to be considered 
consists of four sections

• A. Law is Based Upon Authority
• B. Order is Based Upon a Sense of 

Direction
• C. A Golden Rule is the Way of the Child
• D. The Power of One is Based Upon

Coping



• "Recognise Law and Order" sets out the base 
from which a line of logic is to be developed over 
the four ancient texts to follow.

• A A law-based society needs to base the 
authority of its laws on the original cause of 
the cosmos. 

• B If people are to survive in an Order-framed 
society this needs a sense of direction to 
avoid implosion.

• C A person with a 'born again' approach is less 
likely to become bogged down in the 
limitations of either system.

• D The ultimate need and test of a stable 
society is its ability to protect the interests of 
the individual. 



A. Law is Based Upon Authority. 

Authority
1. Is Based on the Originating Cause of the 

Cosmos
2. Extends to good and bad people
3. Requires support
4. Challenges corruption
5. Gives priority to people
6. Respects human needs
7. Can innovate a new order
8. Reaches to the crowds
9. Is Ready to forgive 



(symbols of authority)



B. Order is Based Upon a Sense 
of Direction Therefore

1. Be receptive
2. Perceive as well as see
3. Note the dignity of the person
4. Realise the big picture is complex
5. Value personal contact
6. Believe in one's own power
7. Avoid bad actions
8. Don't overstress formality
9. Stay anchored
10. Avoid hard heartedness 





C. A Golden Rule 
is the Way of the Child 



D. The Power of One is Based 
Upon Coping, with

1. Fear
2. Place getting
3. Asking
4. Crowd pressure
5. Accepting help
6. Praise and 

mockery
7. Belief in self

8. Civic authority
9. Regeneration
10. Love and loyalty
11. Crowd fickleness
12. Finding support
13. Plots and criticism
14. Taking initiative 





• With a basic framework set out in the first text 
"Recognise Law and Order" it is up to the writers 
to follow, to show in more detail how a society 
based upon Law and a society based upon 
Order can be established.

• These writers will also continue a theme of
showing the inherent weakness of each society. 

• They put forward a way to deal with such 
weakness.




